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Intro
Work in Artificial Intelligence has shown us that things humans find hard, and so think of as requiring superior
intelligence, can be programmed relatively easily. This is contrasted with work in Intelligent Robotics which has shown
us that things humans find easy and even instinctive, computers have great difficulty with. So a computer can easily say
which move should be made in a game of chess, where a human may struggle, but when it comes to moving the piece
the robot is likely to have difficulties. It may not even be able to recognise the piece accurately.
Therefore in order to show this divide more clearly, in this project an attempt will be made to produce a robot that plays
a game requiring very little of what humans would commonly see as intelligence. The game will have no strategy
involved. The robot will not need to make any choices, simply follow the rules of the game. As such it is literally child’s
play, one of the simplest board games: Snakes and Ladders.

The Game
Snakes and Ladders is a quite simple racing board game. You probably have played it once or twice in your childhood.
It has been around for ages. First instance of the game played was recoded in 2nd century BC in India where it was
know as Moksha-patamu. The game was discovered by Europeans during the colonization of India and spread widely
around the world. It has been originally used to teach children about good and bad as ladders represented good deeds
and snakes punishment for the bad. Nowadays, though, the game does not carry any ethical or religious meaning.
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Modern Snakes and Ladders board:

Snakes and Ladders is a chance game played usually by more then one player (and less then 6). However, while playing
alone might seem lonely, it is still possible. In general it is played on a 10x10 board. Each square on the board is
numbered from one to one hundred. Again board must not not necessary be composed of ten by ten squares as anything
more than two by two is workable. However, this might make the game extremely short. First square is a starting
position, the 100th square is where players finish. Furthermore, there are a number amount of snakes and ladders placed
along the board. Any snake or a ladder is basically a line, whether it is curvy or not, that is connecting two game
squares. Ladder starts at a square which ID is lower then the one it finishes at. Snake are exactly the opposite. In other
words ladders moves move a player's piece forwards and snakes backwards. Players use single die and different
counters or any other objects that fits on the square.
Once players have established who starts first. The first player roles the die and moves its piece by the number the die
turned out starting from the square 1. Afterwards others do the same in a loop until someone reaches 100 th square or
throws more than that. If meanwhile player lands on the beginning of a snake or a ladder they have to move along to the
end of it and pass the turn to the others.
In order to have robot play Snakes and Ladders we made few adjustments to standard board design. First of all we have
decided to keep out robot as simple as possible. We had quite a few reasons for doing that:small and inexperienced
team, little time to finish and task that initially seemed quite trivial. Once we established that the core idea of the project
is simplicity we had to discard the though of moving actual game counters as people do while playing the game. Instead
robot itself would by a counter. It is much easier to implement, on the other hand, board becomes extremely big. We had
to conserve ourselves using 5x5 board and even that brings few problems. In order to reproduce lab environment that
most of the experiments were executed the real world board had to be as smooth as possible. Bumps, misprints and
patches of adhesive tape are hard to eliminate and introduces plethora of unexpected sensor readings.
A board outline printed on A4 sheets (margins are not included)
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Secondly, we have decided not to use a real physical die. Robot would need a way to throw it and see what does it read.
This would require mechanical hand and camera which contradicts with the initial idea of simplicity. The way around
this is to user a random number generator on board our robot. Basic testing showed that pseudo random number
generator performs as good as dice as long as we ensure to supply it with random enough seed. For that we used light
sensor data present on our robot and system time.
We derived and simplified the board even further by striping off all of the colours. We wanted to be able to use light
sensors in navigation only. After series of line recognition test we have adopted the following values that were easy to
recognize during the game play:
100% black representing borders
40% black representing snakes
20% black representing ladders
Initial board design

We have conducted experiments in laboratory conditions on functional parts of the board. After revising the results we
had to make final adjustments and even further simplify the board.
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We failed to show that robot is reliable enough while following the lines (snakes and ladders). Therefore, we had to
introduce addresses printed on the board. If after completing its move robot would land on some address it would scan
it using its light sensors and go where it points to. Address is represented in binary form where darker lines read as 1
and lighter stand for 0. If you read from right to left every odd line will be represented as bit-level big-endian (high bit
first) and every even as little-endian. However since on every even line player goes from left to right it will always read
addresses in big-endian. After decoding the address robot would plan the route and head to the square which address it
just has read.
Even though we have introduced binary addresses Snakes and Ladders did lose any of its initial functionality. It became
more fun to the robots but less understandable for humans.
Photo of the game board
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Basic Chassis and Motors

Snakes and Ladders robot is extremely simplistic. It consists of IntelliBrain2 board running Java virtual machine a set
of batteries attached to it. IntelliBrain2 is connected to three light sensors that are placed in a sensor array on a bottom
of our robot. IntelliBrain2 provides power to white 2 LEDs that provide active lighting to the sensor array. Robot is
being moved by 4 motors connected in left and right pair and attached to the power signal on the controller. 4 motors
spin 4 wheels attached to the motors through a cogwheels in ration 1:9. The mass centre on the robot is located on back
axis, sensor array is located on front axis. 2 front wheels are coved with adhesive tape. This was done in order to
decrease the friction as our 4 wheel drive needs to be able to turn on the spot. One of the biggest mistakes we have done
in project is probably choosing 4 wheels instead of 2 (and one for support). 4 wheel vehicle needs a lot of space to turn
around therefore it is good for out-doors. Initially we were afraid that LEGO paces we were using for the robot will not
guarantee steadfastness and therefore 4 wheel drive body was chosen. We started experimenting on the turning around
latter in the project once we had sensor array attached already. We added cogwheels and taped front wheel in order to
get a quick fix. This did help a lot, however if we were to do it again, we would think twice now.
Right side view
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The outer LEGO light shields stop most ambient light from the front and back of the robot. The paper light shields stop
most ambient light from the sides. The inner LEGO light shields stop the LEDs shining directly onto the light sensors,
so most light that reaches the sensors has bounced off the paper beneath them. The LEDs are directional and are pointed
so that the light from them is focussed under the sensors. They are positioned centrally at the front and back of the
robot.
Initially sensor were positioned in a triangle1cm apart from each other. However this set up proved to be inefficient
when performing certain task such as alignment to the line or line fallowing.
View sensor dish from under side of robot in set up 1:

The central sensor is placed centrally on the underside of the robot.
Later during the development we rearranged sensor and placed them into a row 1.5cm apart from each other. This
proved to give much better results. Furthermore, we replaced all of the paper shielding with LEGO in order prevent
any outer light getting into the sensor chamber .
View from under side of robot in set up 2:
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Line Recognition
The robot must be able to detect three different types of line in addition to the background. It will be important to be
able to detect the lines at multiple points in order to align and follow lines. The most basic way this could be achieved is
with multiple LDRs and varying shades of grey. Three LDRs were used as this is the minimum required to follow a line
and stop at the end of it.
It was quickly discovered that passive lighting gave very unreliable results; the slightest shadow changed sensor
readings significantly. Two white LEDs were used to provide active lighting and the LDRs were placed centrally under
the robot and shielded from almost all ambient light.
They were placed as shown in set up 1. They are placed so that a 10mm thick line cannot lie between the outer sensors
and the middle sensor.

Sensor Calibration
Using this set up, the distribution of values of readings for each sensor for various shades of grey was determined. More
shades than needed were tested, so the most distinguishable shades could be chosen.
The shades tested were 100, 80, 60, 40, 20% black ink coverage, as well as white paper or 0% black ink. The lines were
printed onto the white paper and were 10mm thick.
The sensors were positioned 12mm above the line. They were initially placed were they gave the highest readings over
the particular line being tested. Each sensor was then tested 200 times per shade. The sensors were tested independently.
The LEDs were switched on 0.1 seconds before the test began, as it was observed that they required some time to reach
full intensity. They were then left on throughout the test.
The results are shown in the table and graphs below. Higher readings indicate less light hitting the sensors. The table
and graphs show the interval for which there is a 95% chance that the actual mean is contained by.
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The results show there is very little deviation in the readings from a sensor over a particular line.
It is clear from the results that: each sensor gives different readings under the same conditions; there isn’t a linear
correlation between percent black and the readings; and that this relationship between percent black and the readings is
different for each sensor. This means each sensor must be calibrated individually and the shades chosen must be the best
overall for the set of sensors, as at least two sensors must be able to distinguish lines on its own.
The sensors, especially sensors 1 and 2, may have difficulty distinguishing 100 and 80% black as it may expected that
under more real world conditions there will be more deviation. Sensor 1 may have difficulty distinguishing between 60
and 40% black. All sensors have least difficulty distinguishing between 20 and 0% black.
The sensors should be able to distinguish 4 shades. The results show the shades should be 100, 20, 0 and one of 60 or
40%. As the difference between 100 and 60 is greater than the difference between 40 and 20 for each sensor except for
sensor 3 where they are roughly the same and large, 60 was chosen over 40%.
It was observed that extremes of ambient light (a brightly lit room and near pitch black) only affected results by 2 or 3
points out of at least 200. This is around 1.5% in the worst case. As the differences between the readings for the chosen
shades are much greater than 3 points, the amount of ambient light should make no real difference.

It was also observed that the LEDs require a longer warm up period. 2 seconds was used for the
remainder of the project.
Line Classifier
Having obtained readings for the different shades it was then important to make sure that the robot could classify lines
as it drove over them. At least two sensors must be able to do this independent of the others. These will then be the right
and left sensors. Sensors 1 and 2 were used initially.
The lines were printed as before, 10mm thick onto white paper. It was found that the robot would confuse 100 and 60%
quite frequently so 40% was used instead of 60. The sensor set up was as before.
The robot started on white paper and drove slowly over the line until it read a value that was clearly not white and then
moved forward till it reached white paper again. It took readings throughout this and recorded the highest (blackest)
value it read between reaching the line and then the white paper. When white was reached it compared this result to the
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preset values it should read for the different lines. If it was within a certain range from a recognised value, it stated
which value and hence which line it had crossed. If the line falls outside these ranges it will classify it as unknown. If
the robot fails to detect the line it will be recorded as none.
These preset values were taken from the readings given when the robot was stationary over the line and modified
slightly where those were found to be inadequate for classification. The ranges were set to be much higher than the
standard deviation of the static readings would suggest as necessary as moving over the line raised the level of deviation
substantially. The ranges were less than half the lowest difference between the readings given by the different shades so
no line would be classified as two different shades.
Once the robot had determined the kind of line it crossed, it reversed back over the line and classified it again. It then
repeated this 100 times for each line, giving a total of 200 tests per line. The left and right sensors were tested
separately.
The results are shown it the tables below:

Sensor 1
Sensor read
Actual Line

None/unknown

20%

40%

100%

20%

0%

100%

0%

0%

40%

0%

0%
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0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

100%

Sensor 2
Sensor read
Actual Line

None/unknown

20%

40%

100%

20%

0%

100%

0%

0%

40%

0%

0%

100%

0%

100%

0%

0%

0%

100%

As can be clearly seen the classifier is perfectly accurate under these test conditions. No false readings were given. The
classifier can be trusted with a very high degree of confidence.
This method took some time to stop after reading the line, as the robot had to be sure it was standing on white
afterwards. This later caused problems, especially with border lines and lines close together. It was necessary to place
white paper around the grid to make sure the robot would pick up the last grid line. However, lines close together could
not be so easily corrected, so another method was implemented.
This new method relied on rising and falling values to determine the start and end of a line, rather than preset values. If
the sensors read rising values twice in succession, it was assumed a line had started; if the sensors read falling values
twice in succession, it was assumed the line had ended. A single sensor rise or fall was insufficient as the sensors read a
small peak at the start of a line as well as other noise affecting sensors. The highest sensor reading between these was
then checked against preset values as before. This method produced equally good results and the robot classified lines
sooner after crossing them. This enabled it to read lines closer together.
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/*
This captures increases and sequential drops in sensor readings in at least 4
readings which is usually enough. Real version of the algorithm is does have
error corrections, uses time-outs and three sensors instead of one.
Maximal values are latter compared to calibration data in order to determine
what sort of line was read.
*/
int bump_detector()
begin
right_found = false
while not right_found do
begin
take_sensor_readings
// if current sensor value has increased since last time
if current_right_value >= last_right_value+NOISE_LEVEL then
//right sensor value has increased more the once in the row
if steady_increase_expected == true then
expect_right_sensor_drop = true
else steady_increase_expected = true
else begin
if expect_right_sensor_drop_again == true then
right_found = true;
else if expect_right_sensor_drop == true then
expect_right_sensor_drop_again = true;
if steady_increase_expected then
steady_increase_expected = false;
end
last_right_value = current_right_value
if current_right_value > max_right_value then
max_right_value=current_right value
end
return line_type(max_right_value);
end

Alternative Methods
An alternative to grey lines would have been coloured lines and background. There are two obvious methods for doing
this using LDRs, one is to use coloured LEDs, the other is to use coloured filters over the LDRs.
When using coloured LEDs a black background is easier to work with. If three LEDs are used, red, green and blue,
theoretically all colours could be detected. However, most would require multiple readings from an LDR. For example,
red could be detected with a red LED, but could only be distinguished from magenta by testing again with a blue LED
as well. That being said, only three colours are needed, so they could be red, green and blue which would only need a
single reading. One major problem with this method is that only one type of line can be checked for at once. When
searching for snakes or ladders, two passes over a square would be required.
Using coloured filters would remove both of these problems. A white LED would be used. To detect all colours the
LDRs would be clustered in threes, having one with a red, one with a green and one with a blue filter. To detect three
colours, for example red, blue and magenta, only two LDRs would be required, in this example with a red and a blue
filter. However this doubles the number of LDRs required. Also, to get the two LDRs covering same area covered by
one LDR may prove to be quite difficult. This may prove important in line following and alignment.
As neither method could improve the results obtained, at least under test conditions, and would add additional
complications, it was decided neither needed to be tested.

Moving through the board
The robot needed to align to the printed lines and in two separate ways. Firstly perpendicular to them and secondly
parallel to them.
Perpendicular alignment was used as the robot travelled normally within the grid, that is when not following a snake or
ladder. It would correct any deviation in its course by aligning to the grid whenever it crossed a grid line. This was
especially important after performing a turn, as turning produces significant errors. This realignment was meant to
correct these.
Perpendicular alignment would also be used after following a snake or ladder to end up facing in the right direction
ready for the next move. This may have been on a grid line, or on the snake or ladder itself, depending on how the
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snakes and ladders were to be drawn.
Parallel alignment would be used when starting to follow a snake or ladder to end up facing along the line so a line
following routine could then begin in roughly the right place. Parallel alignment did not need to be as precise as
perpendicular alignment; the line following routine should correct any minor errors.
It was discovered that the centre of turning of the robot was not the centre of the robot, it was much closer to the centre
of the back axle. This meant the sensors were in front of the centre of turning. For alignment it was much more
convenient to have the central sensor at the centre of turning, so the sensors were moved forward. It was later found that
for line following it was better to have the sensors behind the centre of turning, and this did not adversely affect
alignment.

Experiment Clear the Board
The effectiveness of the robot's perpendicular alignment was tested on a simplified grid to see if it could keep the robot
on course throughout.
The sensors were set up as follows:
The grid size was 3x3. The grid lines were 100% black, printed on white paper. They were 10mm thick. The squares
were 250mm long (and wide). This is slightly bigger than the robot. The grid had white paper surrounding it, so the
robot could detect white after the border lines.

A success was counted as the robot visiting each square in the order shown below and stopping in the last one. Visiting
a square means most of the robot's body will be over the square. If the robot drives off the grid or skips one or more
squares, this was a failure.
The robot was placed in the first square facing the correct direction.
The robot checked each line it crossed, incrementing its position when it crossed a grid line (no other lines were printed
on the grid). The robot aligned itself to each grid line it crossed.
When the robot crossed the border at the end of a row, it recrossed it and turned 90° to face the next square. It then
crossed both lines of the next square, aligning itself. It then moved to the centre of that square and turned 90° to face the
next. When it crossed the next line it again aligned itself.
All of these alignments were perpendicular.
The turns and moving to the centre are timed (the values determine in pre-test trials), though the re-aligning should
compensate for any turning errors.
The test will be run 30 times.
The results are as follows:
Successes/Total

Percent Success

Standard deviation

25/30

0.8333

0.379049

This shows the robot clears the board most of the time but the number of errors is still very high.
This was later improved by adding a time-out delay, after which the robot would know that it has missed a line.
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align_to_the_border_line()
begin
do
take_sensor_readings
if (left<LEFT_BORDER_LINE) then
if (right<RIGHT_BORDER_LINE)
go_backwards
else turn_left
else turn_right
while not(left>LEFT_BORDER_LINE-LEFT_DEVIATION) and not
(right>RIGHT_BORDER_LINE-RIGHT_DEVIATION)
stop
end

Alternative Methods
One alternative method for ensuring the robot travels in a straight line would be to use odometers and two wheels as
odometers work better on two wheels rather than four. A controller could then be used to ensure straight line travel. This
would be done by comparing the difference between the turns that both wheels make and having the controller try to
reduce it to 0.
Using odometers also be better than using timing for the turns. Timing will often fail as the batteries drain. Two wheels
would be less stable, but would probably be sufficient for moving along a flat board.
This could be combined with the perpendicular alignment to correct more errors.
Another problem encountered was that the robot when realigning would only realign in place. If it were above or below
the centre of a square, it couldn't correct that error, except at the end of a line. This could be achieved by having curved
grid lines so that the robot when realigning would face towards the centre of the next grid line as follows:

Following Snakes and Ladders
In order for the robot to be able to play Snakes and Ladders it has to be able to tell which square it is in when it finishes
the move. This becomes extremely hard when following a snake or a ladder as angles or at least direction robot crosses
the border lines must be found. To put it simple, if you wanted to keep on track while walking through the forest and
you had a map but no compass you would need to search for landmarks. Same applies to a robot navigating on the 5x5
square board. We have tested our robot in order to see weather it can determine which square it ends up after crossing
the border line.
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Here line are number from 1 to 9 squares from 1 to 9 also. Grey line represents path of the robot when crossing the
border line.
It impossible to tell paths 1, 5, 9 and 2,4 and 6,8 and 3, 7 from each other. Therefore lets presume that only 5, 2 and 8
are valid paths. We tired to see if robot could tell the difference between them by looking into a sensor log and seeing
which sensor hit the border line first.
If right sensor was first then then it is path 8, robot is in square 3
else if left sensor was first then then it is path 2, robot is in square 1
else if left and right hit the black at relatively similar time then
if centre did not hit the black line at similar time to left sensor then
path is 3 or 7, robot is in square 6 or 4
else path is 5, robot is in square 5
A simple test showed that robot gives good results most of the time. Afterwards we had to establish weather robot could
actually follow the lines. Unfortunately it did not and we had to rethink the concept of the board and gameplay itself.

Line Follow Experiment
During the game robot will scan last square of its move and see if it can find two same-coloured lines. If it finds just
one it means snake or ladder line finishes at or crosses current square. However if it finds two lines it means snake or
the ladder (depending on a shade of grey) starts in that particular square. In this case robot will align in parallel with
second line, facing north if it is a ladder line and south if it is a snake line.

Hypothesis
The robot can follow both snake (40% black) and ladder (20% black) lines.

Method
Robot will try to follow 40cm long and 1cm thick 40% black line that turns 45 degrees to the left in the middle. It will
do that 10 times and then do the same 10 times but go in opposite direction and therefore turn right instead.
Afterwards robot will do the same with 20% black line. This will account 40 test runs.

Evaluation
Robot results are evaluated as follows:
If finishes the sensor array is still on the line then 0. If does not finish the line 4. If turns too little but is within 5cm
from the line 1. If turns too little and is more then 5cm from the line 2. If turn too much but is within 5cm from the line
-1. If turn too much but is more then 5cm from the line -2.
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Results
The average success rate following the darker 40% black snake line is quite good 0.9 when the line turns right and 0.7
when the line turns left. It is completely different case for ladder line which has success rate of 0.1 turning left and 0.3
for turning right.
Such a result is unexceptionable but it gives some the clues in regards to what is wrong with the falling the ladder line.
Since ladder line is made out of 1cm wide 20% black line it is nor contrast enough to be easily follow. One could
compare snake line to walking on a clear path during the daylight and ladder line as walking dark allay while raining.
Number of different solutions could be applied in order to escape this problem.
Firstly, it would be possible to make lines thicker. Nothing requires as to keep to 1cm width. The more narrow the line
is the slower and in smaller steps robot must move. Another approach could be changing the colour of the ladder line. It
would be possible to use only 40% black line. In order to separate snakes and ladders the beginning of a snake could
start with three 40% black lines and ladder line could begin with two lines only. The other solution would be try to
calibrate PID controller gains in order to achieve faster response times (by increasing proportion gain) in addition
making the lines thick add the same time could bring much better results. However due to the lack of time we could try
using goto addresses instead of using lines. Once we have game playable and providing there is enough time we could
come back and finish implementing line following.

Decode Experiment
After the line following experiment did not provide sufficiently good results the addressing of squares was
implemented. Instead of following the snake or the ladder robot would read the destination address and since it know
it's current position on the board it can plot imaginary snake or ladder and go to the requested address. In order that to
work robot needs to be able to decode the address printed out on the square. To see if robot could do that we conducted
an experiment.

Hypothesis
The robot can read a binary number between 1 and 25 written in 20% and 40% black lines.
In a game, the robot will use this information to determine which square to travel to.

Method
The lines will be 20 and 40% black printed on white paper. They will be 1cm thick and 2cm apart. 40% lines will
represent 1 and 20% will represent 0. The most significant digit will be first, so:

Direction of travel
will read 110 in binary, that is 6 in decimal.
The robot will drive slowly over the lines and output the decoded number when it reaches a 100% black line (as it
would need to in a game).
5 codes will be tested both forwards and backwards 10 times each, giving a total of 100 tests. The numbers tested will
be 6,7,10,11,19 read forwards and 3,7,5,13,25 backwards.
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Results
Experiment was completed with some encouraging results.

Address Decode Experiment

Address Decode Experiment
Backward read
60
50
6
7
10
11
6
7
10
11
19

1

2

3

4

5

6

Tries

7

8

9

10

Value decoded

Value decoded

Forward read
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

25
13
5
7
25
13
5
7
3

40
30
20
10
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Tries

The average success rate decoding the values gives is 0.98 with standard deviation of 0.14. However, reading value 25
(110012) has average success rate only of 0.8 with standard deviation of 0.42. It seems that the method we use in order
to identify the line is likely to fail when code becomes longer then 5 digits. Encoding 5 digits makes physical length of
the code patch 1cm*5c + 2cm*5 = 15cm whereas square the patch is printed into just a 25cm length square.
(25cm-15cm/2)=5cm is length of white space between 40% black line representing 12 and 100% black line
representing border line. This apparently is too little as decoder caches bogus 12 (twice out of 10 times) in the white
space yielding the wrong result 111001.
Quite a few things could be done in order to resolve this. For instance increasing the square size or placing 40% black a
bit further from 100% black (border) then 20% black (0) as that does not produce bad results. There are 2^5=32
possible addresses one cloud encode using 5 lines of two types. On the other hand, we have just 25 squares and actually
according to the rules of the game there must not be a ladder to 25 th, therefore, maximum is 24th address. 2410 = 110002
if bites were read in opposite order (little-endian with lower bit first) then 24 could be read as 00011 and 3 as 11 etc.
This should also increase the probability of successful reading. The last workaround is to reinitialize scanning as square
with address of 57 does not exist on the board and that is obviously a faulty reading.

System Evaluation
The different parts of the system, line recognition, alignment and code recognition, were put together to produce the
final game playing robot.
The die was a random number between 1 and 6 generated by the program. It was found that the system did not
randomly seed the random number generator as it was meant to. The seed was always the same and so it always
produced the same sequence of dice rolls. This was overcome by initialising the generator with sensor data from the
point immediately after the LEDs were warmed up. This produced sufficiently random number due to sensor noise.
The final board was printed on multiple sheets of white A4 paper. These were then stuck together to produce a 5x5 grid.
The snakes and ladders were written as binary numbers on their starting square. The number represented the end square
of the snake or ladder. The most significant bit was first in the direction of travel, so the numbers were written left to
right in odd rows and right to left in even rows. There were 5 snakes and 5 ladders.
The lines were 10mm thick. The grid lines were 100% black. The 1’s in the snakes and ladder codes were 40% black;
the 0’s were 20% black.
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The grid squares were numbered as follows:

The snakes and ladders were positioned as below. Snakes are in italics; ladders are in bold. The numbers are the
destination square of the snake or ladder.

19

3

23
20

9
6

7
14

8
10

There were a number of practical problems with the board. Glue was used to stick the pages together. This created
bumps which would confuse the sensors and often left joins that the robot, with its very low clearance, would get stuck
on. Sellotape was used to smooth over these joins. However, this too was confused for a line, though generally one that
was lighter even than 20% black. A worse problem was that it confused nearby lines as well.
The printer sometimes failed to print smooth block colour, leaving some lines whiter than they should have been in
certain places. The alignment of so many pages was also difficult to get exactly right; some of the badly aligned grid
lines were covered over with a better grid line.

Game play Experiment
The final system was tested on this board.
The sensors were set up as below. This is a change from the previous set up in order to try to improve sensitivity.
Two different random seeds were used in five trials each. In this experiment the seeds were not based on sensor data but
were preset to be 3 and 7. The robot was placed in square 1 facing the correct direction.
For each dice roll the number rolled, the position the robot went to, the number it read and the position it ended up in
were recorded. Where the robot make a mistake, the position or value it should have reached or read is recorded in
brackets. The robot was allowed to continue after misreading a code, but not after ending in the wrong square. Ending
in the wrong square or off the grid is a fatal error.
The table below shows the outcome of the trials. Moves are the number of moves or part moves the robot made before
failing. The correct reads is the number of time the robot correctly read a snake or ladder code. The number of misreads
is the number of times it failed to correctly read a code, or returned a code value when there was no code printed on the
square.
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The failure is the reason the robot ended up in the wrong square or off the grid. The grid lines are labelled as follows

Trial
Seed 3
1
2
3
4
5
Seed 7
1
2
3
4
5

Moves

Correct
Reads

Misreads

Failure

2
5
4
2
1

0
1
0
0
0

1
3
3
1
1

Failed to pick up grid line V 1,5
Failed to pick up grid line H 3,1
Failed to pick up grid line H 4,2
Misaligned to H 4,2
Mistake in turning

1
4
3
4
1

0
0
0
0
0

0
3
2
2
0

Misaligned to V 3,1
Failed to pick up grid line H 0,5
Misaligned to V1,1
Misaligned to V 4,4
Failed to pick up grid line H 4,2

As can clearly be seen, the code recogniser failed in almost every time it had to read a code. It would often entirely fail
to pick up codes, reading them as 0’s and unrecognised lines. However, it never read a code that wasn’t there.
The fatal errors generally fell into two categories: failing to pick up a grid line and misalignment. Most misalignment
errors were on vertical lines. As the robot aligns more times to vertical lines, this could be expected. However most of
the lines that were not picked up were horizontal. Line H 4,2 was particularly troublesome.
The average number of moves made before a fatal error was made was 2.7. No game was finished.
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Sample Games
The following are two sample games showing the squares visited in each game. The solid lines show where the robot
moved after reading the die; the dashed line after reading a snake or ladder.
Seed 3 trial 2

Read 8
Failed to pick up
grid line

Read 3 (should read 7)

Rolled 3
Rolled 1
Failed to read
(should read 10)
Rolled 2

Failed to read
(should read 10)
Rolled 5

Seed 7 trial 4

Poor alignment sent robot
off at this point

Failed to read
(should read 20)
Rolled 6

Rolled 3
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Poorly aligned
Rolled 4

Failed to read
(should read 8)
Rolled 5

Sample moves
Two moves from the first sample games are here shown in greater detail. The arrows show the direction of travel, not
the facing of the robot. The lines and arrows are roughly where the sensors passed over. The colours have no
significance. The first shows an example where, apart from misreading the code, most things went well and where each
of the basic manoeuvres is carried out. The second shows an example of how things go wrong. In this case, alignment
errors remained uncorrected and accumulate resulting in the robot skipping a grid line as it crosses too close to the next
horizontal one.
Seed 3 Trial 2 Move 2

7. The robot aligns
to the edge of the
square and turns 90°
so that it is facing
the top of the board

6. The robot reaches it destination
and drives across this square
reading the code on it. It then
aligns and drives to the centre of
the square. It reads 3 (it should
have read 7).

5. The robot turns repeats the
turn, aligns and moves to the
centre of the square

4. The robot turns
through roughly 90° then
aligns to the grid.

Square 1

8. The robot reverses
into the lower square,
after aligning itself.
9. The robot makes another
turn so it faces the direction
of travel and aligns itself
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1. The robot starts here
and rolls a 5
10. The robot
moves to the
centre
of
square 3 and
finishes

2. The robot aligns
as it crosses the
grid line, here
slightly poorly

3. The robot overshoots
the border line here, but
realises this and comes
back to align to it

Seed 3 Trial 2 Move 4

8. The robot misses the vertical grid line
and mistakes the next horizontal one for it

7. The robot tries to
read the code
9. The robot
moves to the
centre of square
7. It should be in
6, though it does
return the correct
code.

6. The robot aligns
badly to the grid
5. The robot turns
again

Square 4

1. The robot starts
here and rolls a 2

2. The robot aligns
to the grid, slightly
badly

4. The robot turns but
misses the grid line,
mistakenly aligning to the
code lines, but still ends
facing roughly the right
direction

3. The robot fails to
correct its alignment

Although the robot failed to achieve many targets set for it, a number of things can be seen from this experiment. The
results in the “real world” board were vastly different from those in the tests. It was always anticipated that performance
would be worse on the final board, but not to such an extent. Tests should have been done at an earlier stage on a large
board. This would have shown up such differences and given time to correct them. More thought should have been
given to the manufacture of the final board to remove some of the problems encountered.
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int go_to (final_postion,current_position)
begin
final_x = ((final_position -1)/width_of_the_board) + 1;
final_y = ((final_position -1)%width_of_the_board) + 1;
pos=current_position;
while (my_x!=final_x && my_y!=final_y )
begin
go_until_the_next_border_line;
align_to_the_boarder_line_perpendicularly
move_to_the_middle_of_the_square
//robot is on the next square
//increase the position counter
pos++;
//the relative position
my_x = ((pos -1)/width_of_the_board) + 1;
my_y = ((pos -1)%width_of_the_board) + 1;
if my_x == width_of_the_board then
begin
//the last square of the row
go_until_the_next_border_line;
align_to_the_boarder_line_perpendicularly;
move_backwards_to_the_middle_of_the_square
if (my_y%2) turn_90_degrees_anticlockwise
else turn_90_degrees_clockwise
go_until_the_next_border_line;
align_to_the_boarder_line_perpendicularly
move_to_the_middle_of_the_square
if (my_y%2) turn_90_degrees_anticlockwise
else turn_90_degrees_clockwise
pos++;
end
end
return pos;
end
go_to_short (final_position,current_position)
begin
final_x = ((final_position -1)/width_of_the_board) + 1;
final_y = ((final_position -1)%width_of_the_board) + 1;
got_to_the_row(final_y);
got_to_the_square(final_x);
end

return final_position;

gameplay()
begin
end_position = width_of_the_board*height_of_the_board;
current_position = 0;
while(current_position<end_position) do
begin
dice = get_random_number;
final_position = current_position+dice;
if (final_position>end_position)
final_position = end_position;
current_position = go_to(current_position+dice)
address = scan_the_address;
if (address != 0 )
current_position = go_to_short(current_position+dice)
end
end
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Conclusions
Under test conditions, the robot could tell the difference between 4 shades of grey, and read binary codes written in
them. It could align itself to a black line and so traverse a grid. It could do all this with at least a reasonable degree of
accuracy. This should have been enough to play a game of snakes and ladders.
Under “real world” conditions most of these component parts failed to work as well, and usually failed to work well
enough to play more than a couple of moves.
The robot should have been tested under real world conditions sooner. We wanted to have each board component tested
separately to ensure they would work when put together. However, the opposite proved to be the case. Each component
should have been tested on a grid under more realistic conditions. The alignment test was done it this fashion, but it was
the only one. This would have involved the production of more boards, which would have meant the manufacture of
them would have been improved. This would have been useful, even though some boards would be shown to be useless,
as when we switched from following snakes and ladders to reading codes.
In the case of the line following, alternatives should have been explored sooner. We felt it should have been an easy task
and spent too long pursuing it before falling back to an alternative.
We have seen that working with hardware causes difficulties and frustrations. Often the hardware is not as flexible as
we might like. For example, at power setting 1 the motors are not powerful enough to move the robot. At setting 2 it
moves just a little too fast, but there’s no in between. Even using lego gears, there’s a restriction on what can be done.
LDRs are very sensitive to change. Using a blue lego piece instead of a red one under the robot changed the readings
the LDRs gave. A line 1mm closer gives substantially different readings.
Overall, the game of Snakes and Ladders may be child’s play for a human, but it’s a real challenge for a robot.
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